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AMBITION. The contribution to the International studio ‘Revitalization by Reconciliation’ from students at the Faculty of Architecture and Arts at Hasselt University investigates the spatial redefining of a ‘Roman Quarter’ in the heart of both the Parkstad urban district, and the wider Meuse-Rhine Euregio. This district-to-be-defined is a part of Heerlen’s city core, centred around the archaeological site Roman Baths. Moving from Delft to Venice, the students’ research process took shape as a trajectory which, primarily, made spatial opportunities and challenges explicit; and secondly, explored strategies for planning interventions addressing these spatial opportunities and challenges. While covering a broad range, all strategies discussed here, share the goal to transform Heerlen into an attractive city and combat the negative effects of a shrinking population. What is the main identity of the Roman Quarter today? This was the main research question formulated in Delft. At this point, the students observed that in fact the Roman Quarter is built up from a number of diverse patterns, determined by relics of the formative epochs that have determined the urban development of Heerlen - the Roman, Medieval, Mining and Modern eras. The opportunity is hence to stitch these patterns together in order to establish a more recognizable identity for the district-to-be-defined. Perceived challenges are the lack of green spaces in the urban quarter, and the absence of road infrastructure, which might function as a barrier to pedestrians.

PROJECT. The response to these observations took the shape of a ‘Strategy Matrix’. The strategies included ‘Greening’ - inserting green spots or ribbons in the city - ‘Airating’ – transforming enclosed space into open space by cutting through or removing building blocks - and ‘Stratifying’ - joining together key urban artefacts by connector spaces either lifted up into the air or sunken under the surface level. Primary explorations of these concepts provided deeper insights into the opportunities and challenges of the Roman Quarter, which led to further exploration in follow-up of the workshop. In Venice, the research question was formulated even more ambitious by asking: What is Heerlen today? Their upscaling of the enquiry led students to take into account spatial conditions on the level of the region, as Heerlen lies at the location of an ancient Roman crossroads, joining the trajectories between Tongeren (Belgium) to Cologne (Germany) and between the German settlements of Aachen and Xanten. The problem definition was extended with analyses of the relatively affordable housing stock, the significant amount of vacant buildings, and the limited quality of public open space. This led to the perspective that concrete architectural programmes, like a new protective structure over the archaeological site and the migration of the related roman museum and city archives to the vacated public library building, should attain a higher level of impact, by including a search for connectivity and useable public space. The strategies of the earlier matrix were translated into three conceptual stories which were imaginatively projected onto the urban tissue of the Roman Quarter. The first story, ‘(re)Action City’, translates the ancient Roman DNA of the location into the layout of an Euroregional cycling route, conceptually coinciding with the Roman crossroads. The second story, ‘(re)Ignition City’, equally proposes a new connection, but one which is condensed into a single building. This building, an accessible urban scale roof structure, joins archaeological protection, pedestrian circulation and eventual urban space into one architectural statement. Lastly, ‘(re)Living City’ aims to diversify the urban housing stock with novel housing types, hence addressing both the residential quality and the problem of vacancy. The public sites of interest, like the Roman Baths, are enveloped with novel residential blocks. The public inner spaces of these blocks are made accessible with underground passages, which take shape as enriching public spaces, such as open-air theatres. Rather than achieving a final stage, these stories unlock a joint research programme for further exploration in the follow-up design studio, which is currently being organised at Hasselt University under supervision of Jo Coenen and Nick Ceulemans. The exploratory designs demonstrate the range of imaginative yet feasible approaches to enrich the planning & development process conducted in the overarching IBA Parkstad Project.